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About This Game

Ahros: One Warrior Chronicle is an adventure VR-game that tells about a way of a young warrior, which is to restore peace and
order in a world destroyed by global war.

In this game, the story is told through a series of tasks that character performs with the help of:
- Dragons

- Stationary and mobile turrets
- Various mechanisms
- The character himself

Join our @4ilab Twitter to see more news and updates.
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Title: Ahros: One Warrior Chronicle
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
4 I Lab
Publisher:
4 I Lab
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 64 bit

Processor: Intel® i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 980 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 11 GB available space

Additional Notes: Notice: Requires a virtual reality headset. Proven to work on Gear VR + VRidge. Manufacturers of Pimax
HMDs report that this game is compatible with their equipment.
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ahros one warrior chronicle. ahros one warrior chronicle vr

We got dragons, we got guns, we got robots and we got mutants. Where could this go wrong?
The content itself is really nice. And the general contept as well. Weapons look and handle nicely, the usage of those is easy to
understand. We do get a tutorial, simulations, all nice and dandy. The one big downside here is the manual controls. Using the
trackpads of vive controllers really takes a big chunk out of the fun. Moving and and controlling turrets with those is incredebly
clunky and frustrating. Another minor thing would be that you have to hold two-handed weapons to your right - not so cool for
lefties, but hey, not all that bad.

All in all id recommend the game, it has great potential, and it feels very versatile. You get a lot of different things to play with,
it's open world-ish and is still expanding. Needs to be tweaked in some ways, but definitely something managable.
Show-off potential when introducing people to VR for sure.. This game has potential but has many many issues. The movent is
terrible and there is no blink system that I could find. The combat has potential but the movment and handling are so awful
especially on foot that the immersion is constantly being broken. I found myself dying unwarrantedly over and over and doing
the same this monotonously. However, with the right fixes this game could be very very good but as it stands now it is, for the
most part, unplayable if you are looking for enjoyment and in its current state it is not something that I would want to play. I
sincerely hope they fixed it because I feel like i just threw my money away. :( If it is worked on and fixed I would give it a
thumbs up.. holy sheeet! BAD♥♥♥♥♥GAME.... mOTION SICK LIKE CRAZY.. barffffff. NEED TO FIX THAT
SOMEHOW. This
Is
The
Scoop

Its a fun game and has some nice features! Its early acess so yeah there is that. Give it a try!

. We got dragons, we got guns, we got robots and we got mutants. Where could this go wrong?
The content itself is really nice. And the general contept as well. Weapons look and handle nicely, the usage of those is easy to
understand. We do get a tutorial, simulations, all nice and dandy. The one big downside here is the manual controls. Using the
trackpads of vive controllers really takes a big chunk out of the fun. Moving and and controlling turrets with those is incredebly
clunky and frustrating. Another minor thing would be that you have to hold two-handed weapons to your right - not so cool for
lefties, but hey, not all that bad.

All in all id recommend the game, it has great potential, and it feels very versatile. You get a lot of different things to play with,
it's open world-ish and is still expanding. Needs to be tweaked in some ways, but definitely something managable.
Show-off potential when introducing people to VR for sure.. I'd like to start by saying that this game has real potential.

Sadly there are too many things wrong with it to list them. Here's our first and LAST episode of a series about this game until it
has some major fixes done.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZzE0lqZCWUA. Very promising game. Awesome opening scene when you are in a
spaceship approaching a planet. Really gives an excellent sense of place and presence. Really great art style in this game. I love
the diversity of activities, from fps fights in dungeons to riding on a dragon, really super fun, even if the controls are a little
janky at this point. This game is early access, so there's still plenty of work to be done. y-axis needs an inversion option, for
example, both for shooting turrets and for flying dragon. Really promising, and I love games like this that go far beyond wave
shooters. This is a slice of a much deeper game, I'm happy to support and recommend it.. I like the game Drunk or Dead. So I
naturally wanted to like this game from the same dev. Unfortunately, this game is a hot mess. It feels very disjointed. I was
confused on what I was supposed to be doing. Everything felt unpolished. You can't even turn (you have to physically turn) and
just weird things like using the same model asset from Drunk or Dead. Sounds repeat themselves over and over.

So I finished the Turret part where you destroy some flying games. Then I got to this teleport area. And the game crashed. So I
restarted the game, clicked on story mode. Clicked on continue game. I got to the same teleport as last time, and the game
crashed again. Well, that was the end of my game.

I definitely say DO NOT BUY THIS GAME. It's buggy and just bad overall. It's not worth any money.
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Rating 3\/10 ... Sad to give this score because I actually like Drunk or Dead VR. Only played it a little so far, but it's a lot of fun
:D
Artificial locomotion system takes few minutes to get used to, but I find it more immersive than teleport, and a dragon flight is
just awesome :D
There are a lot of items that can be interacted with, and physics is working well. I liked a basketball minigame. ^__^
I hope devs will add more storyline, more dungeons with monsters and more guns.
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Not sure why this is getting "mostly positive"... feels like a forced, disjointed effort to incorporate basic VR shooter elements..
I'd like to start by saying that this game has real potential.

Sadly there are too many things wrong with it to list them. Here's our first and LAST episode of a series about this game until it
has some major fixes done.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ZzE0lqZCWUA. This early access game hasn't been updated in a while and may be
abandoned,. The concept is an imaginative mix of sci-fi and dragons, but it seems like the devs just threw a bunch of ideas at
the wall and nothing really stuck. The controls are servicable and the graphics are decent, if a little unpolished. Ultimately, I just
wasn't able to find anything enjoyable in here.. game was ok untill you start flying around on a dragon really stupid mechanics.
Good formula for the mix clever game ideas. It's like a breath of fresh air for VR-games.. I really love the concept. Dragons and
sci-fi are cool.
Dragon is adorable and I want to pet it, but I can fly it only on lite mod cause extreme mod makes me sick((
Big gun is outstanding! I like how it feels.

Pros:
- Nice dragon
- Big gun
- Cool concept

Cons:
- It' early access, but I want more content
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